WHO'S
GARBO?

Garbo Management Inc.
worldwide marketing company
based in Switzerland
We are a full-service creative agency offering
strategy, design and production across all platforms
in an omnichannel global vision.
We are the key partner to boost an existing business
or start a new one.

We offer an integrated marketing strategy
called BRAND TRACTION
Thanks to our constellation of services like
brand identity, campaigns, advertising,
social design & content creation, commercial
websites, e-commerce and apps,
this method will place your brand
as a STAR on the market (FROM BOSTON CONSULTING
GROUP POINT OF VIEW).
We are also known for exclusive
PR and exclusive events.
Our exclusive GARBO signature events are:
"The Executive Award" Worldwide,
"The Russian Old New Year"
and Matching Luxury Concept.

Original method created by
Eng, Rossella Gargano, CEO of Garbo Management INC.
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Digital Marketing Intelligence
FUNNEL MARKETING
It described your customer's journey with you. From the
initial stages when someone learns about your business,
to the purchasing stage, marketing funnels map routes
to conversion and beyond. By evaluating your funnels,
you can potentially drive greater sales, more loyalty and
stronger brand awareness.
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DIGITAL LEADING
Digital management is a key-activity for your brand
launch on the market. In order to satisfy your marketing
plan you need to exploit every online possibility for that
plan, person, content and their interactions. A brand
needs a digital coordination or a Digital Director, someone
who tell you what is the better digital startegy in advance.

CAMPAIGNS
You need online Advertising to sell your product in today's
market, full of competitors. We will make the strategy for
you, guiding to choose the best marketing transactions
and the best budget to be relevant on one or another
market. We offer and omnichannel view and make the
plans for each channel.
E-COMMERCE
E-commerce marketing and digital marketing are not
mutually exclusive. E-commerce websites can use all of
the above digital channels to promote a product and
grow their business.
WEB REPUTATION
It is the rst step towards ensuring the internet world
sees a positive image of you and your activities.

Social Media Strategy
PLAN
We provide an editorial plan for your Social Media
channels and execute them or verify execution. We
advise the company about the best Social Media
strategy in order to achieve their goals, always insuring
an innovative approach.
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TARGET
Your target is our target. Let's x it together and nd
your customers in Social Media space thanks to the right
content and Advertising.

CONTROL
We periodically monitor if and how you grow on the
market.
INFLUENCER MANAGEMENT
Well, it's a choice. When you have a speci c target you
can reach your clients faster.

ADV
Funnel marketing will de ne your ADV to meet your
client on Social Media.

Production & Casting
CONTENT
Production relies on several aspects. Content is
de nitely a key as it does not just help you to build
trust and connect with your target audience, but also
acts as fuel for your other marketing techniques.
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ART DIRECTION
Our creative directors have been labeled with the “x
factor” recognition by a wide clientele that was led to
success through different activations. Versatility and
accountability of our art direction has consistently
proven to be key in goal meeting.

CREATIVIY
It's our innate bread & butter. It re ects the
interpretation of your client's needs, in a vision that is
appealing, engaging and catalyzing.
SHOOTING
Both static (photography) and dynamic (videography)
shoots are a common activity nowadays. Yet the mark
left through a shoot that is masterfully conceived,
directed, styled and coordinated is a unique tool with
an immense potential.
EXPOSURE
Everything related to a production today is precious.
Including behind the scene takes, which rst and
foremost offer a catalyzing activity for social media.
From that moment, to the moment of “publication” or
LIVE time of a production, the opportunities to gain
exposure grow constantly.

Communication & Pr
EDITORIALS
High pro le editorials are de nitely key to success. A
stage for enhanced work on brand identity and on
placement of a brand on the valuable entertainment
and/or fashion scenes.
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PRESS
The dialog among media professionals and their
interaction with industry players (executives, brand
owners, marketing managers, sales director) is one of
the top 3 actions to focus on when it comes to building
brand identity and success on the market. Hence a key
communication person is fundamental in every solid
enterprise.

BLOG/JOURNAL MAGAZINE
In today's hectic, fast paced, fast consuming society,
moments of break to recharge are indispensable. The
intimate and familiar approach offered by a journal/
magazine activity has the potential to drive loyal
followers.
GRAPHIC
Graphic has never been so fundamental for any
serious and reliable enterprise. From conceptualizing
visuals to transforming pre-existent materials, a high
pro le graphic approach is able to generate a highly
impacting sense of trust and reliability.
BRAND JOURNALISM
Editors! Never as today good writing about daily events,
critical facts, and the little common things that build an
enterprise, has the potential to grow brand identity with a
strong result. Press releases, media advisories, articles,
copy and visuals perfectly crafted into a journalistic piece
make a big difference for high pro le marketing actions.

Pr & Events
PRESS DAY

EVENT DIRECTION

WE PERIODICALLY MONITOR IF AND HOW
YOU GROW ON THE MARKET.

AN EVENT IS A CONCEPT. WE WILL FIND SOMETHING
UNIQUE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS AND YOU WILL BE REMEMBERED
FOREVER.

CONCEPTING
WE CAN BE YOUR TEAM! YOU JUST NEED TO RELAX
WHILE CREATING NEW CONNECTIONS.

NETWORKING
WE INVOLVE PEOPLE IN TARGET WITH YOUR BRAND
AND LET THEM JOIN YOUR “TABLE” ,
YOUR MEETINGS, YOUR CONCEPT, YOUR EVENT.

MODELS
CHOOSING THE RIGHT FACES IS ONE OF THE FIRST STEPS
TO GIVE YOUR BRAND THE RIGHT IMAGE IN ORDER TO SATISFY
YOUR MARKETING AND ART DIRECTION REQUIREMENTS.
WE HAVE ON BOARD A RELEVANT NUMBER OF MODELS /INFLUENCERS/
PERFORMERS AND WE COOPERATE WITH THE MAJOR AGENCIES WORLDWIDE.

Track Record

THE
EXECUTIVE
AWARD

“THE EXECUTIVE AWARD” Global
GARBO has launched the First
Executive Award in 2018 and since
then it has achieved popularity among
participants and guests and attracted
the audience worldwide. The event is
targeted towards the contemporary
top-managers and entrepreneurs of
today (Executives / HNWIs /
Billionaires) and those of tomorrow.
The Global Award Ceremony is
planned in New York in September
2023 at The Rockefeller Center.
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Creations

“MATCHING LUXURY”
Matching Luxury is our newest venture. We
are a private of ce and we GLOBAL DEALS
and also real estate, luxury goods, business
& leisure for high net worth individuals and
billionaires. We have exclusive
endorsements on properties, have access
to the unique luxury goods such as super
cars and private jets. With our extensive
global network we will also can suggest
appropriate DEALS or contacts that will
help you to meet your expectations. Our
international team will make sure that your
requirements are met under our ultimate
discretion. Please contact us for further
information.

“THE RUSSIAN OLD NEW YEAR”
The Old New Year (Старый Новый
Год) is an informal traditional holiday,
celebrated as the start of the New Year by
the Julian calendar. The Old New Year falls on
January 14 however celebrations start
already on the night of the 13 . GARBO' s
rst Russian Old New Year event took place
in 2017 at Casino di Campione d'Italia. It was
such a success with event being sold out,
over 300 guests attending, followed by
outstanding press reviews, it absolutely
became one of our Signature Events. In the
following years celebrations took place in St.
Moritz, Milan, again at Campione d'Italia and
next year it is coming to Billionaire Dubai.
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Become a STAR on the market

